In Ed's office was Charlie Matthews, a cultivated chap. Artistic, music-
mad Charlie. He too went off his head over the scheme for the Midway
Gardens. Got others into a state of mind to buy stock in the enterprise.
And while this frenzied army of workmen were busy—Ed, Charlie and
their friends were busy too. Trying to raise money. But, as subsequently
appeared, there was only about sixty-five thousand dollars in hand to meet
the three hundred and fifty thousand to be paid. No one knew that at the
time unless it was Ed. And I doubt if even he did. Anyhow, that is about
all the real money there ever was with which to build the Midway
Gardens.
But all unaware of that fact, the Gardens were well above ground,
rapidly moving up toward the blue overhead. Even Chicago weather per-
mitted, entering into the conspiracy, if there really was any conspiracy
outside the Union. I knew of none except the conspiracy to get the
Midway Gardens done in ninety days, the diners seated, dinner on the
tables and the music playing. The date of the opening was fixed for May 1,
1914.
The Midway Gardens were planned as a summer garden: a system of
low masonry terraces enclosed by promenades, loggias and galleries at the
sides, these flanked by the Winter Garden. The Winter Garden also was
terraced and balconied in permanent masonry without and within. This
Winter Garden stood on the main street, opposite the great orchestra shell.
The Bar, 'supporting economic feature', was put on the principal corner.
Ed argued that a bar should be right across a man's path, a manifest temp-
tation. That boy knew a lot about human weaknesses—among other
things. This bar, as manifest temptation, was going strong when the
nation-wide affliction befell.
At the extreme outer corners of the lot toward the main street were set
the two tall welcoming features, flat towers topped by trellises intended to
be covered with vines and flowers and ablaze with light to advertise the
entrances to both summer and winter gardens. The kitchen, of course, as
stomach is to man, was located beneath and at the very centre of the
building scheme, short tunnels leading direct to the Gardens for quick
service, service stairs leading straight up into the winter-garden terraces
above it. A waiter could with reasonable ease get direct to all the various
terrace levels, balconies and roofs. And the waiters were legion.
'Quick service and hot food/ said John Vogelsang. John was to regale the
inner man, interior-decorate him, while Max Bendix charmed his ears,
the Gardens charmed his eyes, and all together charmed the dollars out of
popular pockets into the eager Midway Gardens coffers. 'Quick service and
hot food are the secret of contented diners.' John knew. He was a Chicago
restaurateur and a success at the time he was talking. So, after getting
the kitchen located and appurtenances properly connected up, we made
all the kitchen arrangements * according to John'.
But the orchestra shell became a bone of contention.
Out of a good deal of experience in such matters with Adler and Sullivan
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